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1.

Summary

Company payments to governments related to oil, gas and minerals are often levied on a projectlevel basis, i.e. per individual legal agreement giving rights to an extractive deposit. Government
entities collecting such payments also record the receipts by project in their internal systems,
often with the exception of general taxes such as corporate income tax, which is typically (but not
always) levied and recorded by legal entity.
Public disclosure of payments and revenues by project (also called “project-level” or “project-byproject” reporting) enables the public to assess the extent to which the government receives what
it ought to from each individual extractive project, because actual payments can be compared
with the terms set out in the laws or contracts governing the project.. Project data can help tax
administrations address possible tax evasion or avoidance by shedding light on pricing
arrangements and identifying risks of transfer pricing manipulation.
For host communities, it can contribute to show the benefits that each extractive project
generates and can enable subnational government entities to calculate their share of projectlevel income. It can also assist governments in making more accurate forecasts for future
changes in revenues. In terms of costs and benefits of project-level reporting in the EITI, it has
been pointed out by government agencies in particular that reporting by project would be easier
than current reporting of aggregates, as it would be more consistent with how governments levy
and record payments or revenues. This could reduce time, costs and discrepancies in EITI
Reporting. The investor community has also been supportive of project-level reporting, noting how
such reporting can contribute to a more stable investment climate and improve investors’ ability
to manage risk. 1
The EITI Standard requires that financial disclosures must be disaggregated by project for
reporting covering fiscal years ending on, or after, 31 December 2018.2 This guidance provides a
step-by-step guide on how to report “project-by-project”, including how to apply the definition of a
project, how to identify the level of disaggregation for each revenue stream, as well as who should
report.

EITI (2018), ‘Project-level reporting in the extractive industries’. Available at:
https://eiti.org/document/projectlevel-reporting-in-extractive-industries
2 EITI (2017), ‘The EITI Board reaffirmed that project-level reporting is required.’ Available at:
https://eiti.org/BD/2017-14
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2.

EITI Requirement covering project-level reporting

Requirement 4.7 Level of disaggregation
It is required that EITI data is disaggregated by each individual project, company, government
entity and revenue stream.
A project is defined as operational activities that are governed by a single contract, license,
lease, concession or similar legal agreement, and form the basis for payment liabilities with a
government. Nonetheless, if multiple such agreements are substantially interconnected, the
multi‑stakeholder group must clearly identify and document which instances are considered a
single project.
Substantially interconnected agreements are a set of operationally and geographically
integrated contracts, licenses, leases or concessions or related agreements with substantially
similar terms that are signed with a government, giving rise to payment liabilities. Such
agreements can be governed by a single contract, joint venture, production sharing agreement
or other overarching legal agreement.
Where a payment covered by the scope of EITI disclosures is levied at entity level rather than at
project level, the company may disclose the payment at the entity level.
Note: Several other requirements reference this level of disaggregation, such as requirements
on the sale of the stat’s share of production (4.2), infrastructure and barter arrangements
(4.3), transportation revenues (4.4), and is encouraged for production (3.2) and export data
(3.3).

3.

Guidance

Step 1 – Identifying legal agreements under the definition of ‘project’
The EITI requires that implementing countries report financial data by project, applying a
definition based on emerging practices in different jurisdictions to ensure consistency with
globally applicable mandatory payment disclosure rules. A project is defined as “operational
activities that are governed by a single contract, license, lease, concession or similar legal
agreement, and form the basis for payment liabilities with a government.” In practice, what
constitutes a project is often linked to the forms of legal agreement(s) governing extractive
activities between the government and companies. In other words, in a production-sharing
regime, a project is typically the contract that gives rise to payment liabilities. In a tax/royalty
regime, a project is typically the license that gives rise to payments.
In order to apply the definition while taking relevant national laws into account, the multistakeholder group (MSG) is advised to explore the following questions
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(1) What are the types of legal instruments governing the extractive activities in the country?
To ensure that the definition of the term ‘project’ is consistent with national laws and systems,
the MSG is advised to gain an understanding of the types of legal instruments that govern
extractive activities in their country. Legal instruments can take many forms, and EITI
Requirement 4.7 makes explicit reference to contracts, licenses, leases, concessions or similar
legal agreements governing rights to develop oil, gas and minerals. Legal instruments may have
other names depending on the country: Armenia has both mineral extraction permits and subsoil
use contracts; in Nigeria there are licenses, production sharing agreements, joint venture
agreements and other form of contracts; in Papua New Guinea there are legal instruments called
‘tenements’; while in Chad and Dominican Republic there are, amongst other instruments,
concessions.3 It is recommended that the MSG produces a list of the types of instruments that
exist and should therefore fall under the definition of ‘project’.
(2) Are substantially interconnected legal agreements an issue in the country?
The definition of “project” in Requirement 4.7 makes reference to “substantially interconnected”
legal agreements which may be grouped together to form one project in cases where such legal
agreements (which may sometimes be governed by an overarching agreement) are both:
i.

operationally and geographically integrated

ii.

and have substantially similar terms.

The definition of project was designed to apply in various jurisdictions and therefore allows some
flexibility. While the wording relating to ‘substantially interconnected agreements’ is open to
different interpretations4, for the purposes of EITI reporting MSGs should follow the guiding
principle that project level payments should be reported in relation to the legal agreement which
forms the basis for payment liabilities with the government.
(3) Documenting the relevant legal instruments
Once the MSG has considered the points above and applied the definition of a project in their
country, it is recommended that the legal instruments identified as projects are documented in
MSG meeting minutes. A practical approach could be for the MSG to adapt the following
“definition template”:

Often legal instruments are covered by EITI Requirements concerning legal framework (2.1), license
allocations (2.2), as well as contract and license disclosures (2.4).
4 See the International Association of Oil & Gas Producers’ (IOGP) Report 535: The Reports on Payments to
Governments Regulations 2014 Industry Guidance, page 35: http://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/thereports-on-payments-to-governments-regulations-2014-industry-guidance/
3
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“In [country], a [mining]/[oil and gas] project is defined as operational activities that
are governed by a single [contract, agreement, concession, license, lease, permit, or
title] and form the basis for payment liabilities with a government.”5
The MSG could also identify any substantially interconnected agreements and overarching
agreements (see question 2 above).

Step 2 – Identifying which revenue streams should be reported by project
The EITI requires that only payments that are levied on a project level be disaggregated: “Where a
payment covered by the scope of EITI disclosures is levied at entity level rather than at project
level, the company may disclose the payment at the entity level” (Requirement 4.7).
Understanding the fiscal regime, and distinguishing between payment liabilities levied on a entity
(company) and those levied on licenses or other legal agreements, will help clarify which revenue
streams should be disaggregated by project and those that are only subject to be disaggregated
by company. The MSG is therefore advised to explore the following questions:
(1) Which extractive sector payment types are levied or imposed on a project basis, and which are
levied on a company basis?
Extractive-specific revenue flows like production entitlements, profit oil, royalties, bonuses and
license fees are typically levied by project, meaning that a company (or other legal entity) owes a
certain payment to government because it holds mining rights through a license or contract.
Other payments like corporate income tax are levied in relation to the legal entity or entities
holding the license, in most cases.6
The MSG is advised to review the identified agreements, to consult applicable laws and model
contracts and generally to gain an understanding of what taxes, fees and other payments
extractive companies are required to make to the government.7 Typical revenue streams include
royalties, corporate income tax, production share, dividends, bonuses and fees. The MSG may
wish to consult relevant ministries, tax collecting entities, and extractive companies in order to
gather a complete picture of all existing revenue flows.
Some revenue streams, such as corporate income tax, that must be included in EITI reporting are
usually levied or imposed on a company as a whole and not project by project. The EITI Standard

Most countries that have begun to design project-level reporting have adopted this or similar applications
of the definition, including Albania, Armenia, Germany, Mongolia, Trinidad and Tobago, Ukraine, the United
Kingdom and Zambia.
6 Some exceptions to this rule may occur; some countries require financial accounts for certain activities or
operations to be ringfenced, and in such cases even general taxes tend to be levied by project.
7 Requirements on legal and fiscal framework (2.1) and comprehensiveness (4.1) also apply. Please
consult Guidance note 13: EITI (2016), ‘Guidance note 13 on defining materiality, reporting thresholds and
reporting entities. https://eiti.org/GN13
5
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recognises that such payments may be disclosed at entity level without artificially allocating them
among particular projects:
Example
As an example of future EITI reporting, a fictitious company, EITI Petroleum Ltd, could report its
payments for three projects as presented in the table below. Royalties, license fees and
production entitlements are all attributable to the specific projects, while general taxes and
fees are imposed on the companies overall activities. The table below illustrates how a country
could ensure that revenues are disclosed by individual project, where applicable:
Figure 1: Example of project-level payment disclosures by an extractive company

Source: Example of project-level payment disclosure by an extractive company, taken from EITI’s fact sheet
on project-level reporting. https://eiti.org/document/projectlevel-reporting-in-extractive-industries

Sometimes, the definition of a revenue stream can help determine whether a particular payment
is levied on a project or an entity basis. For example, in Burkina Faso there are so-called
area/surface taxes (Taxes Superficiaries). As this payment obligation is named a tax, it could
suggest that it is a payment which is not levied on the basis of licenses. However, by examining
the definition of the payment obligation it is clear it is levied on a project level. These are annual
payments every holder of a mining title is obliged to make based on the area-size covered by a
license. The liability of rights-holders in this case is mandated by law, through Burkina Faso’s
Mining Code and two additional decrees8.
Other payments levied on projects include production shares/entitlements (sometimes also
known as profit oil), a common feature of production sharing agreements and contracts
(PSAs/PSCs). In these instances, the agreements between companies and the state gives rise to
payment obligations of companies, less allowable expenditures or “cost oil”. As the agreements
give rise to the production entitlements of the government, these payments are therefore levied

ITIE Burkina Faso (2018), ‘2016 Burkina Faso EITI Report’, p. 158. Available at: http://www.itiebf.gov.bf/spip.php?article162
8
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on a contractual or project basis. As a company may have multiple agreements or contractual
arrangements, they are levied by project and should be reported as such.
(2) Are there any obstacles to disclosing payments levied at a project level?
In reviewing how revenue streams are levied, the MSG should also look out for any practical
obstacles to project level reporting and reform needs. As documented in the case study on
Mongolia below, government record keeping systems might not always enable project level
disclosure. In Mongolia’s latest EITI Report for 2017, the MSG assessed the feasibility of
disclosing financial data by project. Although there were no legal barriers, the reporting system
itself was not able to disaggregate EITI-required data to a granular level. Mongolia EITI used a
simple table to compare whether revenues were levied/imposed on a company or project level,
and whether the reporting system was able to disaggregate at the necessary level:
Figure 2: Exerpt of revenue streams in Mongolia
Levied based upon

Company
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

National financial streams for inclusion
Fee and extra fee for exploitation and exploration of mineral resources
Corporate income tax
Government share of petroleum revenue under PSA
Social and health insurance contribution by companies
Value added tax (Customs Administration)
Value added tax (Tax Administration)
Customs service fee
Customs duty
Licence fee for exploitation and exploration of mineral resources
Fee for air pollution
Royalty
Excise tax on vehicle's gasoline and diesel fuel
Payment for recruiting foreign experts and workers
Deposit at rate of 50% to Environmental protection special account
Donations to government entities
Reimbursement for deposit exploration conducted with State funds
Training bonus paid under PSA (for the year)
Licence fee for exploration and exploitation of petroleum
Tax on vehicle's gasoline and diesel fuel
Operational support to Representative office under PSA
Company

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Licence

Subnational financial streams for inclusion
Real estate tax
Fee for water use
Land fee
Bonus received for local development under PSA
Fee for use of mineral resources of wide spread
Penalty
Tax on vehicle and self-moving mechanisms
Fee for water pollution
Deposit at rate of 50% to Environmental protection special account
Recovery
Dividends from locally-owned enterprises
Fee for recruiting foreign experts and workers

Licence

Amendment
required to eReporting
template

Amendment
required to eReporting
template

Source: Mongolia’s table of payments from their 2017 EITI Report, pp. 144-145. Available at:
https://eiti.org/document/mongolia-2017-eiti-report
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(3) Documenting the findings on how revenues should be reported
The MSG is advised to document the findings of its review of how the various payments and
revenue streams are levied. Building on the “definition template” suggested under step 1 above,
a practical approach could be for the MSG to document the following explanation in order to
clarify which payments should be disaggregated by project vs company:
“Where payments are attributed to a specific project – [list the payment types levied
by project] - then the total amounts per type of payments shall be disaggregated by
project. Where payments are levied at an entity level rather than at a project level –
[list the payment types levied by company] – the payments will be disclosed at an
entity level rather than at a project level.”

Step 3 – Identifying who should report what
In accordance with the EITI Standard, all oil, gas and mining companies that make material
payments to a government entity, including state-owned enterprises (SOEs) are required to
disclose their payments. This principle is retained also in project level reporting. However, in
arrangements which involve multiple parties it might be necessary to identify what kind of
payments are effectuated by the different parties to the contract. It might also be necessary to
look at the payments effectuated by different companies or received by different government
bodies, including SOEs. MSGs are therefore advised to consider the following questions:
(1) Are there projects involving multiple companies/participants common in your country? If so,
who makes the payments to the government?
Given the risks and costs associated in particular with upstream oil and gas projects, agreements
are often entered into by several companies which act together in a consortium or joint venture.
These joint ventures may be incorporated as a new company, in which they report as all other
companies under step 1 and 2, or remain unincorporated. Unincorporated joint ventures often
share risk, costs and financing through joint venture agreements (JVA) or joint operating
agreements (JOA) and typically designate an operating company or “operator” which manages
most joint administrative and operational tasks on behalf of all the participants.
According to Requirement 4.7, it is the legal agreement which forms the basis for the payments
that matter. Where they exist, JVAs or JOAs determine which entity(ies) is/are responsible for
making payments to the government.
In most cases, the operator is responsible for making payments from a joint account on behalf of
the consortium/JV as a whole, with each partner funding its pro rata share of such payments by
means of “cash calls” (contributions to the joint account) managed by the operator. As an
exception to this practice, taxes tend to be levied on and paid by each individual participant. If
necessary, the operator may settle the individual accounts of the various participants
subsequently within the consortium/JV. In such cases, for the purpose of EITI reporting, the
operator should disclose the payments it makes to the government on behalf of the
consortium/JV, with other parties disclosing only taxes levied directly on them.
EITI International Secretariat
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In other countries, (francophone Africa, for example), all participants in a contract are responsible
for their respective shares of payment liabilities and each make their payments to the
government directly. In these cases, for the purposes of EITI reporting, each participant discloses
all their payments. I.e. the operator could disclose only its own share of the payments and taxes.
Other parties would each disclose both their respective pro rata shares of the payments and
taxes imposed on the consortium/JV and any taxes imposed directly on themselves.
Government entities report the total revenues received for the project in accordance with how
these revenues are recorded in their systems.
Examples of projects with different parties making payments
In Indonesia, oil and gas operators report on details for various Production Sharing Contracts
(PSCs) pertaining to different fields/blocks. They also include information regarding the
different participants, each with their corresponding participating interest share. The reporting
templates available on their websites provide disaggregated data by operator and by block for
non-tax payments levied on projects through the respective PSCs (these non-tax revenues
include production share, royalties, domestic market obligations and more). Tax payments are
made by each individual participating company and are therefore reported by each party to a
PSC, per PSC. 9 In Trinidad and Tobago, the operators are responsible for paying a profit share
and other payments on behalf of itself and other parties in the PSC to the Ministry of Energy
and Energy Industries (MEEI). However, if MEEI participates in the PSC, the ministry is …
“[…] responsible under the PSC for payment, […] out of the Government’s Share of Profit
Petroleum, of the Contractor’s liability for Royalty, Petroleum Impost, Petroleum Profits Tax,
Supplemental Petroleum Tax, Petroleum Production Levy, Green Fund Levy, Unemployment
Levy and any other taxes or impositions whatsoever measured upon income or profits arising
directly from the operations.” 10
This means that all payment liabilities levied on companies for these projects are voided, while
the only payment obligation levied on projects is the Government’s Share of Profit Petroleum,
less the payments made by MEEI on behalf of the companies.
In Kazakhstan, some PSAs are still in use as the governing instrument for petroleum projects.
One of the largest is Tengizchevroil LLP, an incorporated joint venture which, according to
Kazakhstan’s 2017 EITI Report, 11 is owned by Chevron, ExxonMobil, KazMunaiGas and
LukArko. As it is an incorporated joint venture, operated by Tengizchevroil LLP, the operator has
its own taxpayer ID number and would be treated as a single company under a PSA for the
purposes of EITI reporting.

Indonesia EITI (2018), ‘2016 Indonesia EITI Report’, annex 1 and 2. Available at:
https://eiti.org/document/2016-eiti-indonesia-report
10 Trinidad and Tobago (2018), ‘2015-2016 Trinidad and Tobago EITI Report’, page 91. Available at:
https://eiti.org/document/2016-trinidad-tobago-report
11 Kazakhstan EITI (2018), ‘ 2017 Kazakhstan EITI Report’, pages 71-72. Available at:
https://eiti.org/document/2017-kazakhstan-eiti-report
9
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Incorporated joint ventures such as this example are treated as any other company in EITI
reporting. In other instances, the government may require the parties to regulate their activities
through a joint operating agreement without incorporating a specific legal entity. Such
arrangements are typically considered unincorporated joint ventures.
Company reporting examples: Operator and proportionate reporting of production entitlements
by BP and Equinor
BP’s 2018 Payments to governments report12 discloses government production entitlements in
their entirety for all partners in the joint venture for each production-sharing agreement (PSA).
Equinor’s 2018 payments to governments report13 includes its proportionate production
entitlements payment when it is not the operator of the joint venture since “size of such
entitlements can in some cases constitute the most significant payments to governments”.
(2) Does a state-owned enterprise operate in your country? If so, what role do they play and how
do they disaggregate payments and/or receipts?
State-owned enterprises (SOEs) often represent important institutions in the extractive sector of
EITI implementing countries. Although less common or dominant in the mining sector, they may
still play an important role by owning and operating projects, or through their participation in joint
ventures.
The EITI requires that the multi-stakeholder group ensures that the reporting process
comprehensively addresses the role of SOEs, including material payments to SOEs from oil, gas
and mining companies, and transfers between SOEs and other government agencies.14 Where
SOEs operate alone, they are subject to the same reporting requirements as private companies.
Where the state sells its share of production or collects other material revenues in-kind, the
government, including state-owned enterprises, are required to disclose the volumes received
and sold, and revenues received relating to that production and to publish data disaggregated by
individual buying company (Requirement 4.2).15 Requirement 4.2 states that “published data
must be disaggregated by individual buying company and to levels commensurate with the
reporting of other payments and revenue streams (4.7).” Payments and other disclosures related
to the sale of the state’s share of production or other revenues collected in kind must therefore
also be disaggregated by sales contract or agreement (i.e. the legal agreements that give rise to
payments made by buying companies). In practice, with a long-term sales contract (i.e. over
multiple years), implementing countries should disclose the volume of the commodity sold and
any payments received in relation to that contract. Where there are multiple contracts (e.g.
BP (2019), ‘Report on payments to governments 2018’. Available at:
https://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/business-sites/en/global/corporate/pdfs/sustainability/groupreports/bp-report-on-payments-to-governments-2018.pdf
13 Equinor (2019), ‘Equinor annual report 2018’. Available at:
https://www.equinor.com/content/dam/statoil/documents/annual-reports/2018/equinor-2018-annualreport.pdf (p. 273)
14 EITI (2019), ‘Guidance note 18 SOE participation in EITI reporting’. Available at: https://eiti.org/GN18
15 EITI (2019), ‘Guidance note 26 Reporting on first trades in oil’. Available at: https://eiti.org/GN26
12
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different sales contracts related to different grades of oil from different fields), this information
would need to be disaggregated. The MSG is also expected to consider whether to break down
the information further by individual sale, type of product and price, in consultation with buying
companies.
Regardless of whether an SOE is considered a payer, a revenue collector, or both, disclosures by
SOEs must be disaggregated by project if the payment type is levied by project.
Examples
Sometimes SOEs act as a fiscal agent by collecting revenue on behalf of governments. In the
Republic of the Congo, the state-owned enterprise receives in-kind payments from private
companies on behalf of the state, which it is responsible for marketing. In this instance, once
companies’ payments are reported per project, the government’s share will also implicitly be
disaggregated by project.
Other times, SOEs may play similar roles as private companies by making payments to
governments in accordance with their participation in various projects. In Ghana for example,
Ghana National Petroleum Corporation (GNPC) participates in multiple petroleum projects
lifting barrels of oil for the payment of carried and participating interests, as well as royalties.
The operator and other partners are liable the remaining cash payments (tax and non-tax
payments). In Ghana’s 2016 EITI Report16, payments for carried interests, participating
interests and royalties are all reported separately by GNPC for the Jubilee field, including
disaggregation between oil and gas.
Consistent with project-level reporting, GNPC also discloses sales of oil liftings to buying
companies from the Jubilee and TEN fields in a commodity trading pilot report.17 The data is
available in open data format, and disaggregated by oil lifting rounds in 2015-2017.

Step 4 – Agreeing a reporting framework and templates
Once the MSG has applied the definition of project (step 1), analysed which payments should be
disaggregated at project vs entity level (step 2), and which reporting entities should report which
payment (step 3), the MSG is advised to consider whether existing disclosures by government
agencies and companies meet the EITI Requirement, and opportunities for incorporating projectlevel reporting through government and company disclosures (i.e. annual reports, websites and
open data portals). Where systematic disclosures by governments, SOEs and companies are not
sufficiently disaggregated by project based on the answers to the questions in steps 1-3, the MSG

Ghana EITI (2018), ‘2016 GHEITI Oil and Gas Report’. Available at:
http://www.gheiti.gov.gh/site/index.php?option=com_phocadownload&view=category&download=347:20
16-gheiti-oil-and-gas-report&id=45:2016&Itemid=54
17 Ghana EITI (2018), ‘Ghana EITI Commodity Trading Pilot’. Available at: https://eiti.org/document/reporton-ghana-eiti-oil-gas-commodity-trading-pilot
16
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should ensure EITI reporting templates are designed to enable project-level reporting of financial
data.
In April 2019, the EITI Board approved the Summary data template 2.0, to enable collection of
project-level data for all EITI countries. MSGs are advised to design reporting templates
equivalent to the tables in Part 5 of summary data templates or draw on the model reporting
templates in excel provided by the EITI International Secretariat.18
The Philippines uses reporting templates which they specifically ask to be filled out per project.
This is a simple solution to ensure that existing reporting reporting templates capture project-level
data. It is important that changes to reporting templates requiring project-level reporting are
communicated explicitly through capacity building and training for reporting entities to avoid
misunderstandings (e.g. only reporting by company).
Figure 3: Screenshot from Philippines' reporting templates

Source: Reporting templates, PH-EITI (2019). Excerpt from Oil and Gas Companies’ reporting templates
https://ph-eiti.org/Country-Reports/#/Reporting-Templates

18

EITI (2019), ‘Summary data template’. Available at: https://eiti.org/summary-data-template
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Table 1: Excerpt from Summary data template 2.0

Government revenues by company and project
EITI Requirement 4.1.c: Company payments ; EITI Requirement 4.7: Project-level reporting
Levied on
Reported
Revenue
Company
Government entity
project
by project
stream name
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
Extractives
EITI LLC
Tax Revenue Authority
No
No
Profit Tax
EITI LLC
Tax Revenue Authority
VAT
No
No
Mining
EITI LLC
Ministry of Mines
Yes
Yes
royalties
Concession
EITI LLC
Ministry of Mines
Yes
Yes
fees
EITI LLC
SOE
Oil/gas royalty
Yes
Yes
EITI LLC
SOE
Gas flaring fee
Yes
Yes
EITI LLC
SOE
License fees
Yes
Yes
EITI LLC
Other Govt. Agency
Payment type A Yes
Yes
EITI LLC
Other Govt. Agency
Payment type B Yes
Yes
Totally green Ltd
Ministry of Mines
Payment type A Yes
Yes
Totally green Ltd
Ministry of Mines
Payment type B Yes
Yes
Totally green Ltd
SOE
License fees
Yes
Yes
Totally green Ltd
SOE
Gas flaring fee
Yes
Yes
Totally green Ltd
SOE
License fees
Yes
Yes
Totally green Ltd
Other Govt. Agency
Payment type A Yes
Yes
Totally green Ltd
Other Govt. Agency
Payment type B Yes
Yes
Commodity
Trader Inc

SOE

Sale of state’s
share of
production

Yes

Yes

Project name

Reporting
currency

Revenue
value

Greeny South LNG

USD

Non-project payments

USD

Alphago Mine

USD

Alphago Mine

USD

Greeny South LNG
Greeny South LNG
Greeny South LNG
Greeny South LNG
Greeny South LNG
Deep Blue Mine
Alphago Mine
Deep Blue Mine
Deep Blue Mine
Deep Blue Mine
Deep Blue Mine
Deep Blue Mine

USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD

Sales contract X

USD

1,000,000

Total

USD

14,625,000

Payment made
in-kind (Y/N)

In-kind
volume

Unit

Comments

Yes

20,000

Bbl

Realised
at a price
of USD
50/bbl

10,000,000

75,000
2,870,000

1,000,000

Add new rows as necessary, right click the row number to the left and select
"Insert"
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Indonesia requires operators of a project to disclose operational and financial information
relevant to a project (see example under step 3). As an example of reporting, we present the
reporting template below where the operator, “JOB Pertamina Talisman Jambi Merang” reports
multiple payments for a project. Partners that are non-operators, such as Pacific Oil & Gas Ltd
and Talisman Ltd, are only required to report on their tax obligations to the government:
Figure 4: Reporting in Indonesia

Source: Indonesia EITI (2019), ‘2016 Indonesia EITI Report’, screenshot from Appendix 4, page 143.
Available at: https://eiti.org/document/2016-eiti-indonesia-report

4.

Additional information and further readings

Mandatory disclosures under EU/EEA and Canada’s ESTMA
The 27 European Union member states, Norway and Canada, have introduced legislation
requiring certain oil, gas and mining entities incorporated or listed in their jurisdictions to disclose
payments to governments by payee and by project in the countries where they operate. While
similar, it is noteworthy that project-level reporting under EU and Canada’s ESTMA is different
from EITI as data are based on the operations of the entity listed or incorporated in Europe and
Canada. EITI also requires that government agencies report on the revenues collected, meaning
that, in order to be readily comparable, the level of disaggregation and understanding of projects
must to be the same for companies and government agencies. While entities’ financial year may
be different to those of governments, it is possible that the mandatory disclosures by such
entities will satisfy the company reporting requirements under EITI, depending on the MSG’s
approach to project-level reporting. The alignment of the definition of “project” in the 2019 EITI
Standard with the existing mandatory disclosure requirements in the EU and Canada seeks to
ensure that the information is consistent and comparable across jurisdictions.
The European Union Accounting Directive’s corporate disclosure rules were due to be transposed
into national legislation by 20 July 2015 and all EU member countries and EEA signatories have
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taken various actions to do so.19 Article 6 of the EU Transparency Directive extended the reporting
obligations in the Accounting Directive to all relevant companies whose securities are publicly
listed on EU regulated stock markets, regardless of whether they are incorporated in the EU. All
countries have now transposed these reporting requirements into their national laws and present
multiple examples of corporate filings under the EU Accounting and Transparency Directive.
Corporate filings for UK incorporated companies under the UK legislation are available on
Companies House extractives service which are accessible here:
https://extractives.companieshouse.gov.uk/
Guidance for the Companies House extractives service can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/filing-reports-for-the-extractivesindustries/guidance-for-the-companies-house-extractives-service
Companies listed on the main market of the London Stock Exchange, but not
incorporated in the EU, must file their reports according to the Financial Conduct
Authority’s Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules (DTR) 4.3A here
https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/DTR/4/3A.html and make an
announcement to the UK’s National Storage Mechanism (NSM) here
http://www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/NSM
Canada’s Extractive Sector Transparency Measures Act (ESTMA) has contributed significantly to
global efforts to increase transparency in the extractive sector. Since the ESTMA came into force
in 2015, more than 1,500 ESTMA reports with project-level disclosure have been published
online. These reports, containing payments in 130 countries totalling over USD 330 billion, are a
valuable source of information to view existing practices of companies reporting by project.
For more information and guidance regarding company disclosures under ESTMA, please
see https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/mining-materials/estma/18180
Links to ESTMA filings: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/minerals-andmining/mining-resources/extractive-sector-transparency-measures-act/links-estmareports/18198
ESTMA reporting templates (excel):
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/www.nrcan.gc.ca/files/Revised%20ESTMA%20Reporting
%20Template.xlsx
UK Extractives Service (XML schema) according to EU Directive:
http://xmlgw.companieshouse.gov.uk/extractives.shtml
In order to improve accessibility, the Natural Resource Governance Institue maintains a database
of Payments to Governments reports submitted by companies under EU/EEA and Canadian
legislation. The information is converted into open data and is available at
https://resourceprojects.org/

Information about Directive 2013/43/EU, European Commission.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/accounting-rules-directive-2013-34-eu/law-details_en
19
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